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Abstract— This paper describes the generation of information mining, data processing objects, tasks, and classification of information mining applications in marketing strategy. It additionally discusses several common data processing ways and techniques, and offers the info mining in selling strategy within the application. In this application the neural networks technique used in the data mining is very wide. Although neural networks may have complex structure, long training time, and apprehensively perceivable illustration of results, IT has a high acceptance ability for blatant knowledge and ar preferred in data processing. This data processing supported neural networks is analysis intimately, and also the key technology ways that to attain the info mining based on neural networks are also researched.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the fast development of information technology, institutions establish a large number of databases, very additional knowledge, increasing the scale of the information, that lead to an enormous flood of information. Thus, the data of supporting call is extremely poor, thus a way to amendment massive amounts into call-supporting information and the way to supply decision manufacturers a unified focus of analysis has become a world perspective[1], to unravel this downside, researchers have planned the idea of information warehouse and established in several areas of the info warehouse. however the massive amounts typically create it not possible to spot information hidden within the data warehouse and supporting decision-making, thus a brand new knowledge analysis technique is required with massive knowledge and extracts doubtless valuable info, therefore, data processing technology comes into being Data processing (Data Mining) is that the core of information discovery work, the most analysis is targeted on the ways and techniques of finding information.[2] it's Associate in Nursing non-trivial method of mechanically exacting those helpful info hidden within the knowledge assortment from it. Thus it becomes problem to manage the data mining in a large world. Today’s knowledge bases and knowledge repositories contain most data and knowledge that it becomes virtually not possible to manually analyze them for valuable decision-making, the appliance for the info mining is that the neural networks technique that is extremely wide. though neural networks could have advanced structure, long coaching time, and apprehensively perceivable illustration of results, neural networks have high acceptance ability for blatant knowledge and high accuracy and ar preferred in

data processing. during this paper the info mining supported neural networks is researched intimately, and also the key technology and ways to attain the info mining supported neural networks also are researched.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Some Projects and Related Works
Much analysis time is being dedicated to the world of business intelligence systems. variety of recent comes have targeted on call web. These comes are undertaken by several corporations[4]. The project of information mining covers a series of assignments: downside understanding, knowledge understanding, assortment and preparation, model-building of information mining, model analysis and model application, etc. Among them, the systematisation, engineering and methodologies of information mining method, and support systems (software or engineering) is indispensable to the answer of applicable downside.

2.2. Real Life Projects and Applications
1) Retail- Through the employment of store-branded credit cards and location systems, retailers will keep elaborated records of every looking group action. this permits them to raised perceive their varied client segments. Some retail applications embody [5]:
   a) Performing basket analysis—Also called basket analysis reveals that things customers tend to induce and purchase the item along. this information will improve stocking, store promotions.
   b) Sales forecasting—examining time-based patterns helps retailers create stocking choices. If a client purchase the item these days, thus once ar they probably to shop for a
complementary.
c) Database marketing—Retailers will develop profiles of consumers with sure behaviours, as an example, the those that purchase designer labels cloths or those that attend sales. This info are often accustomed focus cost–effective promotions.
d) Merchandise planning and allocation—When retailers will add new store, they will improve merchandise coming up with and allocation by examining sort in stores with similar demographic characteristics. Retailers may use data processing to work out the best layout for a particular store.

2) Banking-Banks will utilize information discovery for many-
a) Card marketing—By characteristic client segments, card issuers and acquirers will improve profitableness with more practical acquisition and retention programs, targeted development
b) Cardholder rating and profitability—Card issuers will benefit of information mining technology to cost their product thus on maximize profit and minimize loss of consumers. c) Fraud detection—Fraud is tremendously expensive. By analyzing past transactions that were later determined to be dishonest, banks will establish patterns.
d) Predictive life-cycle management—Data mining helps banks predict every customer’s lifespan price and to service fittingly

c) Warranties—Manufacturers got to predict the amount of consumers UN agency can submit pledge claims.
d) Frequent flier incentives—Airlines will establish teams of consumers which will lean incentives to fly additional. In the application examples mentioned on top of, the employment of rhetorical analysis wasn't as common. Banks and alternative monetary establishments use data processing for fraud detection, within the alternative examples even supposing there ar similar uses of deviation detection within industries.

3) Telecommunications
Telecommunication corporations round the world face escalating competition that is forcing them to sharply market special rating programs aimed toward retentive existing customers and people attract new ones. In telecommunications embody the subsequent
a) Call detail record analysis—Telecommunication corporations accumulate elaborated decision records. By corroboratory client segments with similar use patterns, so the businesses will invent engaging rating with feature promotions.
b) Customer loyalty—some customers repeatedly switch suppliers, or “churn”, to require advantage of engaging incentives by competitive corporations. The trade will use data processing to understand the characteristics of consumers UN agency ar probably to stay loyal once they switch, so enabling the businesses to focus on their disbursal on customers UN agency can manufacture the foremost profitable.

Other applications are-Knowledge discovery applications rising in a very style of industries
a) Customer segmentation—all industries will benefit of information mining to find separate segments in client bases by considering further variables on the far side ancient analysis.
b) Manufacturing—through alternative boards, makers ar getting down to customise product for clients; thus they have to be ready to predict that options ought to be bundled to fulfil the customer demand.
foretelling are very talked-about over the previous few years. In knowledge warehouses, neural networks only one of the tools utilized in data processing.[9] ANNs accustomed realize patterns within the knowledge and to infer rules from them. Neural networks helpful in providing info on associations, classifications, clusters, and foretelling. The rear propagation algorithmic rule performs learning on a feed-forward neural network.

3.1 DATAMINING PROCESS BASED ON NEURAL NETWORK

A. Data Preparation
Data preparation is to define and process the mining data to make it fit specific data mining method. Data preparation is the first important step in the data mining and plays a decisive role in the entire data mining process.

B. Rules Extracting
There are several ways to extract rules, during which the foremost usually used ways are LRE methodology, black-box methodology, the strategy of extracting fuzzy rules, the strategy of extracting rules from algorithmic network, the algorithmic rule of binary input and output rules extracting (BIO-RE), partial rules extracting algorithmic rule (Partial-RE) and full rules extracting algorithmic rule (Full-RE).

C. Rules Assessment
Although the objective of rules assessment depends on each specific application, but, in general terms, the rules can be assessed in accordance with the following objectives.
1) Find the optimal sequence of extracting rules, making it obtains the best results in the given data set;
2) Test the accuracy of the rules extracted;
3) Detect how much knowledge in the neural network has not been extracted.

Neural networks -represent a brain metaphor for information processing. These models are biologically galvanized instead of a certain duplicate of however brain actually functions shown in fig(2). Neural networks have been shown to be very promising systems in many forecasting applications and business classification applications due to their ability to “learn” from the data, their nonparametric nature (i.e., no rigid assumptions), and their ability to generalize.

CONCLUSION
Data mining technology is application-oriented from the start. it's not solely an easy specific-database search and decision, however additionally includes the info statistics, analysis, synthesis and reasoning from the angle of small, even to predict future activity on basis of the present knowledge. Data processing is wide applied altogether fields together with banking, production and sales, producing, financial, insurance, pharmaceutical, telecommunications and etc. There successful application cases in several fields. As additional and additional business desires are perpetually clear, the fields of information mining applications and downside determination become additional and additional widely; some application systems, like ERP, SCM, time unit so on, have bit by bit integrate with data processing, with a purpose to enhance the system's call support capabilities.[10]
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